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Grand+ average+ ERPs+ 1me3locked+ to+ onset+ of+
concrete+and+abstract+cri1cal+nouns,+with+ +200+
ms+pre3s1mulus+baseline.+

Robust+ concreteness+ effect+ over+
frontal+and+posterior+sites+at+3003500,+
but+ not+ 5003900+ ms+ post3s1mulus+
onset.+Concreteness+effect+possibly+of+
shorter+ than+ typical+ dura1on+ due+ to+
onset+of+following+word.+
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Onset+of+following+word+

priming+

2+=+beer/joke+

Lexical+associa1on+priming+led+to+N400+facilita1on+
(posi1ve+correla1on)+at+content+words+3,+4+and+5+
words+ aTer+ the+ cri1cal+ noun+ (corresponding+ to+
posi1ons+4,+5+and+6+rela1ve+to+start+of+sentence).+
No+increased+lexical+associa1on+priming+following+
the+pronoun+rela1ve+to+before+it.+Consistent+with+
“no+seman1c+reac1va1on”+account.+

Correla1on+ between+ difference+ in+ lexical+ associa1on+ scores+
and+difference+in+mean+N400+amplitude+across+items+(n+=+333+
content+words,+95%+confidence+intervals),+grouped+by+linear+
posi1on+rela1ve+to+start+of+sentence+and+pronoun.+Sentence3
final+ words+ excluded+ due+ to+ high+ ar1fact+ rejec1on+ rates;+
results+similar+when+included.+

aTer+pronoun+before+pronoun+
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Concreteness Effect  
at Downstream Pronoun? 

The+ beer[concrete]/joke[abstract]. did+ not+ go+ over+
well,+since.it.didn’t+suit+the+guests’+taste.+

When+we+read+a+pronoun,+do+we+recall+seman1c+informa1on+
about+the+concept+it+refers+to+(its+antecedent)?+
+

Behavioral1,+ eye3tracking2+ and+ ERP3+ data+ suggest+ that+ pronouns+ are+ rapidly+
resolved+ to+ their+ antecedents,+ and+ are+ generally+ consistent+with+ the+ view+ that+
seman1c+ informa1on+ about+ a+ pronoun’s+ antecedent+ is+ reac1vated+ at+ the+
pronoun,+and/or+that+seman1c+informa1on+about+non3referents+is+suppressed.+
+

Lago+20144+eye3tracking+study+in+German+and+English:+
+

+++++++++++++++++The+maintenance+men+told+the+singer/deputy+about+a+problem.�
�������������They+had+broken.his/the+piano+and+would+have+to+repair+that+first.+
+

“Piano”+primed+more+by+“singer”+(vs.+“deputy”)+aTer+“his”+than+“the”+in+German,+
not+English.+
+

Are+ comprehenders+ shiTing+ their+ aden1on+ to+ seman1c+ informa1on+ that+ has+
already+been+ac1vated,+or+reac1va1ng+seman1c+informa1on+stored+in+long3term+
memory+(LTM)?+
�

In+the+current+study,+we+address+the+ques1on+of+whether+ long3term+
seman1c+ memory+ is+ ac1vated+ in+ response+ to+ a+ pronoun+ using+ the+
Event3Related+Poten1al+(ERP)+concreteness+effect.�
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124 each concrete and abstract nouns (length, frequency, N, and 
familiarity matched) were embedded in sentence frames in which they 
were referred back to by the pronoun “it” or “they”: 

Expect ERP concreteness effect5 at the noun (larger N400 + anterior 
negativity for concrete nouns compared to abstract nouns). 
 

If long-term semantic  information about the antecedent is reactivated in 
LTM at the pronoun, should expect a concreteness effect at the pronoun 
as well. 
 

•  32 subjects (21 female) read the sentences for comprehension 
•  Each subject viewed one of two lists of 124 sentences 
             (62 concrete, 62 abstract) 
•  No sentence frame or critical word repeated 
•  RSVP (word duration = 200 ms, ISI = 300ms) 
•  At end: recognition quiz   
           (list of all 248 critical nouns, each participant had seen half,  
             had to circle the words they had seen)  
           mean recognition precision = .80, min = .67 
•  EEG acquired from 26 electrodes 
•  Rejection rates for all critical bins < 10% 

•  Robust+ERP+concreteness+effect+at+the+noun+
•  No+re3emergence+of+ERP+concreteness+effect+at+the+pronoun+
•  Robust+N400+priming+of+content+words+following+the+noun+
•  No+resurgence+of+N400+priming+of+content+words+following+the+pronoun+
+

Conclusion:+A+pronoun+can+be+resolved+to+its+antecedent+without+re3ac1va1ng+the+
meaning+ of+ the+ antecedent,+ either+ because+ the+ meaning+ is+ already+ ac1ve+ or+
because+deep+seman1c+processing+is+not+necessary+for+forming+such+a+link.+

This+work+was+supported+by+NIA+grant+AG2630+and+a+ James+S.+
McDonnell+ founda1on+ award+ to+ K.D.F.,+ as+ well+ as+ a+
Neuroengineering+IGERT+fellowship+awarded+to+C.S.+

Given+no+concreteness+effect+at+the+pronoun,+one+ques1on+is+whether+there+
might+be+seman1c+reac1va1on+at+a+short+but+variable+delay.+
+

Follow3up+Analysis:+N400+Lexical+Associa1on+Priming+
+

We+next+looked+for+increased+N400+lexical+associa1on+priming+at+content+words+following+the+
pronoun.+If+priming+increased+aTer+the+pronoun,+this+would+indicate+that+seman1c+informa1on+
about+the+antecedent+had+been+reac1vated+in+long3term+seman1c+memory+at+the+pronoun.+
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